Transport of media representatives to media opportunities,
and traffic restrictions during the informal meeting of the
27 heads of state or government in Bratislava on
16 September 2016
Transport of media representatives to media opportunities

Incheba

Bratislava Castle (doorstep)

Bus departures from Incheba: 6.30, 6.45, 7.00, 7.15, 7.30
Pool: infopoint, 6.00–7.00
Those interested in the tour de table must travel to the castle on one of the morning buses,
since they will have no access to the castle during the arrival of the heads of delegations.

Bratislava Castle

Incheba

The first bus departures from Bratislava Castle after the tour de table: 10.00, 10.30, 11.00,
11.30, 12.00 (departure of journalists who don't have a floater for the family photo).
After the departure of the delegations, at approx. 13.30 (the latest possible departure after
the family photo; journalists are not allowed to stay at the castle).

Incheba

Bratislava Castle (family photo)

Departure of the bus to Bratislava Castle: 12.00
Pool: infopoint, 11.30

Incheba

Danubiana

All bus departures to Danubiana: 13.00
Pool: infopoint, 12.15
After the delegations’ departure from Danubiana, media representatives will be transferred
back to Incheba (at approx. 16.30).

Incheba

Bratislava Castle (exit doorstep)

Bus departures from Incheba: 17.10, 17.25, 17.40
Pool: infopoint, 16.40

Bratislava Castle

Incheba

The first bus will depart from the castle to Incheba after the departure of all members of the
delegations from the castle, and subsequently other buses will depart every 15 minutes. Bear
in mind that if you attend the exit doorstep, it will not be possible to attend the press
conference and the first briefings due to time constraints.

Important:
-

-

Due to traffic restrictions, access to the press centre by vehicles will be
restricted from 8.00 to 9.45.
These times are only indicative and may change depending on the delegations'
programme.
Media representatives will be transported to Bratislava Castle and to Danubiana
exclusively from Incheba.
The bus is reserved for those media representatives who have been accredited and
have registered for the informal meeting of the 27 heads of state or government, who
have passed a security check and received an access badge authorising them to
enter the press centre, and who have registered in advance for a given media
opportunity and picked up their floater at the infopoint.
Media representatives who have registered for a photo opportunity in Danubiana
must stay there until the departure of the delegations. A cafe will be available to them.

Traffic restrictions:
While delegations travel from Bratislava Airport to Bratislava Castle on the morning of
16 September, the following will be closed: the D1 motorway Bratislava bypass from Zlaté
piesky to the SNP Bridge (plus motorway entrances from Galvaniho, Gagarinova and
Bajkalská streets), Einsteinova street, the SNP Bridge from the Petržalka borough,
Staromestská street in the direction of Old Town, and Hodžovo Square and Palisády street in
both directions all the way to Bratislava Castle. While the restrictions are in effect, no access
to Bratislava Airport will be possible, as Ivánska cesta street will be closed in both directions
starting from the OC Avion shopping mall. The motorway will be closed between 8.00 and
9.45. No access will be allowed to the press centre in Incheba during these times.
Starting at Zlaté piesky, passenger traffic on the D1 motorway will be re-directed to the city
through Senecká cesta, Rožňavská, Trnavská cesta and Vajnorská streets. Drivers heading
to Bratislava during these hours are encouraged to use routes through the towns of Senec
and Pezinok.
During the transfer of the delegations between 13.00 and 14.00, the following will be
closed: Palisády street starting at Bratislava Castle, Hodžovo Square and Staromestská
street starting from the SNP Bridge exit to Rázusovo nábrežie via Vajanského nábrežie all
the way to Šafárikovo Square (traffic will be re-directed at the Dostojevského rad Landererova crossroads) and from the other direction (depending on the situation at a given
time, traffic from the Karlova Ves borough heading for the city centre will be re-directed upon
reaching Nábrežie Generála L. Svobodu under the Lafranconi Bridge and towards Mlynská
dolina.
Then, all of Bratislava’s bridges (Lafranconi Bridge, SNP Bridge, Old Bridge, Apollo Bridge
and Port Bridge) will be closed (including for pedestrians) one after another for
approximately 15 minutes at a time.
Between 15.30 and 16.30, the traffic will be stopped both ways on the section starting from
the Čunovo dam (Danubiana) across the Čunovo borough and along Panónska cesta street
from ‘Umelý kopec’ to the SNP Bridge and on to Staromestská street, Hodžovo Square and
Palisády street (also in both directions).
After 18.00, traffic restrictions will apply gradually as required to Palisády street, Hodžovo
Square and Einsteinova street, and the D1 motorway bypass will be closed to traffic as
required from the SNP Bridge to Bratislava Airport. The motorway entrances from
Einsteinova, Dolnozemská, Bajkalská and Gagarinova streets will also be closed.

